STEALTHSEMINAR
CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORY:

Ravindra
Rade from

TheLeaderInsideYou

”

OVER THE LAST YEAR, I MADE ABOUT $125 000. IF YOU
TAKE AWAY, STEALTHSEMINAR, I WOULDN’T HAVE MADE
ANY MONEY. THAT’S THE DIFFERENCE.

”

TheLeaderInsideYou’s Results
A steady and reliable stream of leads
The ability to reach potential clients globally
An automated system for pushing a message into the world
A new outlook on what is possible in online business

How StealthSeminar helped
TheLeaderInsideYou build a
consistent source of quality leads
Automated webinars that can run 24/7
Accurate tracking of the actions viewers take
Provides the ability to gather valuable data on lead interactions
Capture the contact details of potential leads and follow up later
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What challenges did you have
generating sales or leads?
My name is Ravindra Rade. I’m a CEO and founder of the Leader Inside You, an
executive training and coaching company.
We help technology professionals transition into leadership and executive roles,
even if their career has been stuck for several years.
Before StealthSeminar, I used YouTube videos on my website, and I would often do
live videos.
The problem was the time it takes to do a live video. You have to be there to do it
every time! StealthSeminar solves this problem with automation.
The second problem was not catching the lead. I didn’t know who had watched or
how long, so I couldn’t follow through.
It was very frustrating, not knowing all those things, and it wasn’t getting me
anywhere. It was like, driving with your eyes closed, trying to get somewhere on the
back of wishful thinking.

What was your eureka moment?
I knew I was on to something almost immediately.
You can see the stats in realtime. I put my Facebook ad up and immediately saw it
reflected in the stats.
I could see how many people watched, how many stayed and how long they were
there. You can even see how many took action and clicked the button.
Within a couple of days, everything was just working as it should. You can see
things improving in front of your eyes.
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How did StealthSeminar
help you?
Before StealthSeminar, I was running ads
on YouTube and other platforms.
Those ads were not generating any leads,
and StealthSeminar gave me the magic
formula. It provided a foundation.
I turned my ads on, and they send traffic
to StealthSeminar, where interested leads
book the call. Right now, if you take away
StealthSeminar, I don’t have a business.
Before I was making about $20 000 and in
the last year I reached $125 000.

Would you recommend
Stealth Seminar?
StealthSeminar is perfect for anyone who wants to present their ideas to a large
audience concisely.
This platform allows you to capture so much valuable information. You know who is
watching, how engaged they are, and you get their email so you can follow up later.
You need StealthSeminar If you want people to reach out to you and bring clients
to your door.
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